It has become apparent to some dialectolo6ists that di~lectol-ogy, particularly in its interpretive phase, is a branch of linguistics particularly adapted to the use of computers. The dialectol0-gist typically deals with large bodies of data, usually in the form of single words and short phrases, and he is interested in sorting and comparing individual items on many bases: phonological, morphological, lexlcal, and geographical. The major obstacle that has prevented widespread use of computers in dialect study is the fact that the data for most of the great dialect surveys have been collec-I ted, recorded, and in most cases edited prior to the computer age.
time involving a body of data small enough %0 be quickly prepared.
Since two of the three,authors are specialists in English (the third is a computer specialist), we ~tural/y ~urned to the published volumes of the 5'u~e~ d of ~dZ'~h D~a/~c~, 2 which embody carefully controlled data, collected with professional skill, and presented in convenient tabular form in meticulously edited and printed volumes.
And since une of the two areas coveredby the volumes in print at the time the study was ~adertaken (May 1969) was the south of England, the problem of the voicing of initial fricatives in the southwest naturally suggested itself. This lyrohlem had the further advs~tage, for our purposes, of dea//ng with cm~sonants (s inkier than vowels in most varieties of English) in /D/tial position, hence easily sorted and exsmined. The selection of this proble~ has proved to be a happy one.
The area covered by Volume ~ of SED comprises the ten southernmost counties of England, which, with their key numbers in the S~w;ey, 3 included all those words beginning with graphic f-, s-, or thfollowed by a vowel or voiced consonant which were starred in the ~ED questionnaire. 3 To this list we later added a few non-starred words which showed universal distribution and were otherwise of interest. The final list contained 68 words, of which 27 are f-words, 22 s-words, 16 Sh-words and 3 ah-words (i.e. words beginning with /~/ in standard English). We took only the first recorded form from each locality; this is presumably a citation form, produced by 8n
informant in response to a question, and recorded in narrow IPA transcription. The 59 cases where no response was given were coded XXX in our computer code.
The corpus thus comprised 68 x 75 or 5100 items, including the 59 blanks. Our c~,puter expert then produced 68 decks of punch-cards, one for each word~ each deck containing 75 cards, one for each locality, These were numbered at the left for locality and on the right for the reference number of the item in the SED questionnaire. ~ A coding system was devised which preserved all significant features of the phonetic transcription while passing over apparently irrelevant fine points (see Appendix A), and the words were transcribed in this code directly onto the cards for the guidance of the key-puncher, who then punched the coded words in a fixed place on the cards.
Subsequently the standard spelling was inserted by the computer to the left of the coded phonetic spelling. This whole process took about a dozen hours of the investigators' time (not counting the relatively simple progras~ing involved) and about the same amount of the key-puncher's time. The result was a body of data consisting of 5100 entries of the following sort:
This is to be interpreted as indicating that at locality 3101 (Weston in Somerset) the word f~nger, which appears as item VI.7.7 of the SED questionnaire, is pronounced [f,ngar-] (or perhaps more accurately /ftngar-/ in the quasi-phonemic transcription used). Tables i -~ s~pport our suspicion that each word has its own unique distribution with regard to the initial c~nsonant. Thus Table   1 
The same kind of discrepancy is shown by items 9-ii, with 33:42 ratio, and items 12 -14, with 34:41. Table 2 implies that, in contrast to initial ~-, the voicing of initial 8-is much reduced by a following nasal or /i/ (this will be discussed further below). Voicing is not to be expected before a voiceless consonant; we included STITCH because it shows one freakish occur- The th-words in Table 3 Vowels present a more complex situation. Table 6 shows that for f-, s-, and th-words, high and low front vowels /y, i; ~/ and low central vowels /a, a/ associate with initial voicing. For the three sets taken together the proportion of voiced initial fricatives occurring with these vowels following is between 60 and 63 per cent. There is negative association between voicing and mid front /e, e, c£/ as well as low back vowels /D, 3/. A study of t~e values for the individual sets reveals that initial voicing is particularly associated with high and low front vowels in f-words (72% and 78% respectively) and with low central vowels in 8-and th-words (77% and 83%).
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O~) It is clear that even more study, of individual words and individual localities, is needed before all the complications of this one dialect feature can be unraveled. We should, for example~ take into account the second and third responses for many of the words~ many of which were taken from incidental conversation and hence are inclined to be more natural. Even casual inspection of the data indicates that they show a much higher incidence of initial voicing than do the citation forms. But we hope that this paper has shown that, given adequate and convenient data, the computer can be of inestimable aid to the dialectologist.
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NOTES 1An exception is the Dictionary of American Regional English (DARE), being prepared at the University of Wisconsin under the direction of Frederic O. Cassidy, which is employing seine sophisticated computer techniques.
2See under Orton and Dieth in Bibliography. This work will henceforth be referred to as SED or the Survey. 3The starred words are those which were included primarily for their phonolosical imports~ce. Fieldworkers were instructed to obtain them at all costs, even if they had to suggest the word and ask the informant to pronounce it. In most cases words were chosen ,that have universal distribution in the dialects, but occasionally a word thought to be common turned out to be unfamiliar or even unknown, as in the case of FORKS, FORD, end FLITCH in our corpus.
~he questionnaire is divided into nine books, each of which is subdivided into sections containing several questions. An item is thus identified by a ~hree-part number, e.g. VIII.4.6, indicating question 6 in section 4 of book VIII. We changed the Roman numerals to Arabic in the interest of simpler coding.
5For an alt~rn~ive theory, holding that initial fricatives were already voiced in the language of the Jutes and Frisians who settled Kent, see Bennett 1955 in Bibliography.
6We hope to explore the linguistic implications of this project more fully in a later article.
7One instance of /~r-/ in THRESH is reported from 3905 Hambledon, Hants., which is Just within the eastern border of the voicing 8~ea.
APPENDIX A, CODING SYST]~4
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The following system was used in coding the data for the computer.
.= :
XXX = n.a., n.k., n.r., etc.
APP~IX B, PREPARIRG THE MAPS
by Gerald M. Rubin
When it was first decided to produce dialect maps by computer, several methods were discussed. Output could be intricately placed c~ a printed page, and then a map outline could be superimposed on that page by hand. In this way we could achieve our basic goal, that of having the computer de the tedious task of sorting and tallying the linguistic data to be displayed, while leaving a minimum of work to the researcher. But this idea was not pliable enough to let us represent a map as it actually is. The squareness of the format and the constant distance between characters on the printed page made it impossible to reproduce any map with sufficient accuracy.
A second method discussed was to output the entire map and data on a visual display unit such as a CRT scope.
Here we could draw the map, but our printing format was again too strict. This method also is expensive, since it requires the use of an on-line scope.
We finally decided upon an off-line plotter. The one we used was a CalCump #563 Digital Plotter. This machine takes a conputer tape which has been prodneed by an on-line computer program and draws the date in the tape onto a roll of paper. In order to visualize how the plotter works, imagine a set of coordinate axes with a y-axis about 12" long and an infinitely long x-axis. This grid is the piece of paper to he plotted on. The instructions to the plotter are simple. They boil down to two: , ~ lower or raise the pen point (so it will or will not write as it moves) and move the pen in a straight line to location (x,y) on the grid. In this manner anything can be drawn, fr~ straight lines to circles, letters, and numbers (curves are actually made up of very short straight line segments ).
The routines used to produce CalComp tapes are FORTRAN subroutines. It was therefore necessary to write a FORTRAN program whose input would be (i) instructions for drawing the outline of a map and plotting localities within it, and (2) linguistic data in a specially processed format. The output would be the tape which directs the plotter.
Two methods were tried out for producing the map outline. In the first, a transparent grid was placed over a map and coordinates of "bends" in the outline were recorded. Thus a map would be pro- The raw linguistic data was keypunched onto cards using the phonetic coding discussed above (Appendix A). Also on the cards were the numbers of the county and locality and the keywords. For example, the card for SUGAR, county 31, locality ~, was 310~ SU~A~ ;%G)R: 5. 8.10
f Since the corpus of data included 68 words for each of the 75 localities in Southern England, the card input consisted of 5100 cards.
These records could be sorted by phonetic word (citation), by locality, by key~ord, or by any combination of these. The input to the plotting program came in sorted by map number.
Whenever a new map number was read in (meaning that all the data for the previous map had been plotted), the program would issue instructions to move over on the plotting paper and draw a new map outline.
Data would then be drawn on this new map until a different one was requested.
Thus one run of each of the PL/I and FORTRAN programs could produce any number of related or even unrelated maps.
It should be apparent that the great virtues of this method of producing both working and finished dialectal maps are speed and accuracy. Anyone who has produced even rough working maps by stamping or drawing symbols on an outline map knows how timeconsuming and tedious this process is, and how subject it is to error. The computer never wearies and never (we trustl) makes an~ error. As a result, the dialectologist can experiment with all kinds of working maps and select those which are interesting or significant.
This should add a new dimension to the study of linguistic geography.
